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How to run a concentrated, global value investing portfolio – by Isaac Schwartz 


5 April 2024
New York-based portfolio manager Isaac Schwartz is passionate about global, unconstrained, and value-focused investing. What can we learn from him?


read more
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Allfunds – a takeover target in wealth tech 


29 March 2024
Allfunds is one of Europe’s hidden technology champions. A lucrative bid is probably just a matter of time.


read more
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Ørsted – will Denmark’s fallen angel rise again? 


22 March 2024
Ørsted, the Danish market leader for offshore wind farms, has suffered a serious fall from grace. Will it turn around?


read more
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The battle for ASOS – crunch time? 


15 March 2024
Online fashion retailer ASOS is struggling financially, but its 23m active customers are a valuable asset. Two billionaires and a hedge fund are vying for control.


read more
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Asana – the world’s largest ever insider purchases 


8 March 2024
What made the CEO of American software firm Asana carry out USD 1bn+ of insider buying?


read more
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Block – an easy double thanks to America’s underbanked? 


1 March 2024
Down 70% from its 2021 high, the stock of fintech company Block could soon start to recover.


read more
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Big Technologies – betting on illegal immigration 


23 February 2024
Will Big Technologies follow defence stocks as another non-consensus investment about to boom?


read more
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SJM – time to dip into Macau? 


16 February 2024
SJM Holdings was ground to a pulp by Macau’s ten-year bear market. Can it ever return to its former glory?


read more
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AppFolio – the future Microsoft for property managers? 


9 February 2024
AppFolio aims to be the operating system for property managers. Another “capital light” way to get exposure to real estate? 


read more
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Weird Shit Investing – inaugural conference and manual 


2 February 2024
A new bi-continental event for the misfits and iconoclasts of the investment industry. Plus a free manual with fresh investment ideas.


read more
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Tadawul – the booming Saudi Arabian stock exchange 


26 January 2024
Saudi Arabia has been largely off-limits to foreign investors, but that is changing rapidly. Its stock exchange, Tadawul, stands to benefit.


read more
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IWG and WeWork – a match made in heaven? 


19 January 2024
Will IWG attempt to buy WeWork’s brand and become a more technology-centric, US-listed company? 


read more
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How to run a concentrated, global value investing portfolio – by Isaac Schwartz 


5 April 2024
New York-based portfolio manager Isaac Schwartz is passionate about global, unconstrained, and value-focused investing. What can we learn from him?
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Allfunds – a takeover target in wealth tech 


29 March 2024
Allfunds is one of Europe’s hidden technology champions. A lucrative bid is probably just a matter of time.
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Ørsted – will Denmark’s fallen angel rise again? 


22 March 2024
Ørsted, the Danish market leader for offshore wind farms, has suffered a serious fall from grace. Will it turn around?
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Mid-cap bid target 

The company's CEO and COO have been given a strong financial incentive to at least double the share price by mid-2026. They are likely to succeed.
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British going-private candidate

This small-cap has 50-100% upside in case of a going-private bid, and at least just as much upside if no bid materialised. How is that possible? 
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Frasers Group: The Berkshire Hathaway of British retail

The stock of leading British retailer Frasers Group should have investors chomping at the bits to buy a stake.
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